What is NES?

What is NES?
NES is short for Nutri-Energetics System and the NES Health system is the result of over 25
years study by scientist and former professor of acupuncture Peter Fraser. The NES system
recognises that the human body is an energetic system and it is at this level that the NES
system works.
The NES Health system is used with both humans and animals.
How does it work?
Using the emerging science of the bio-physics, NES Health goes beyond the bounds of
conventional health approaches and uses a complex computerised system that scans the body's
energy field and detects imbalances in the Human Body Field (HBF) - which we commonly
refer to as our energy field or aura. Far from being just a pretty picture surrounding our body
(as depicted in aura photographs), our energy field is actually a structured system of
information and energy and is the master system that regulates and integrates all the systems
of the body at an energetic level. This includes physical, biochemical, mental and emotional
aspects which together influence our health and wellbeing on all levels.
For us to be truly healthy we need our energy field to be aligned to earth’s energy field and
our own internal energy field/s. In the past, this was less of a problem when we lived in one
location, moved no faster than on horseback and maintained contact with the earth and ate
naturally grown foods. Now, harmful electromagnetic fields (EMF), an excess of positive
ions, denatured food due to toxic chemicals/pesticides and prolonged storage, less sleep and

long distance travel at speed all disrupt the normal function of our energy field. It’s a miracle
any of us are healthy!
The NES Health system offers a non-invasive, safe, and effective means of restoring balance
and therefore health to the body.

What exactly is the NES Health system?
There are several components to the NES Health system, which is an integrated system that
involves an initial scan of the energy field to detect blockages and imbalances in the energy
field and various body systems; use of the NES MiHealth device to assist in clearing
blockages in the energy field and for relieving pain/discomfort; and recommendations for
specific Infoceuticals required to restore balance to the entire energy field and the physical
body.
The scan
The NES Health Provision system first scans the energy
field, evaluating approximately 150 parameters, by simply
placing a hand on the scanner for 15 seconds. The system
then analyses the information provided by the scan,
detecting areas where there are blockages/imbalances in the
energy system of the body together with the body-mind
connection to those blockages and imbalances.
The information provided by the scan also highlights those energy blockages/imbalances at a
number of different levels within the body as well as the surrounding energy field and
prioritises areas of the body to be worked on with the NES MiHealth device as well as
recommending specific NES Infoceuticals required to bring the energy field and body back
into balance to restore optimum health and wellbeing,
NES MiHealth device
By using a variety of pulsed electro-magnetic frequencies (PEMF), utilising the
natural beneficial frequencies of the earth, the NES MiHealth device is able to
clear blockages in the energy pathways within and surrounding the body. This
alone is helpful for relieving pain and discomfort and for helping to clear
stress and negative emotions associated with areas of pain or imbalance. It
also prepares the energy field to gain maximum benefit from the NES
Infoceuticals which can then work more deeply to resolve the root cause of
symptoms.
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The NES Infoceuticals
The NES system is unique in its ability to provide the body with the information it needs to
function normally via the use of Infoceuticals. If the energy field becomes damaged or
distorted it is no longer able to provide the body with the information it requires to function
normally on a physical, mental and/or emotional level. NES Infoceuticals, in the form of
drops imprinted with information that tells the energy field how to function normally, are
supplied in 20 mL bottles and are taken daily for a period of several weeks, to provide the
body field with the information it needs in order to function at an optimal level including
resolving trauma/shock, toxic memories and limiting beliefs and emotions. In effect,
Infoceuticals provide a blueprint for normal function, clearing blockages and re-establishing
normal energy and information flow within the body and surrounding energy field and
activating the body’s inherent detoxification, maintenance and healing abilities.
Reports from many thousands of clients world-wide,
indicate positive changes including improved wellbeing;
better sleep; increased energy; improved digestion; a
reduction in pain/discomfort; improved blood sugar
regulation; improvement in skin conditions; calmer
emotions; improved resistance to stress and greater mental
clarity.

Are there any harmful side effects from using the NES MiHealth or the Infoceuticals?
The NES Health system offers a non-invasive, safe, and effective means of restoring balance
and therefore health to the body. Some clients may experience an initial detoxification
reaction to the Infoceuticals followed by an improvement in symptoms. Common
detoxification reactions are flu-like symptoms or an increase in existing symptoms. In the
event of a detoxification reaction, the dosage of the Infoceuticals is temporarily reduced to
eliminate or minimise the reaction.

More info
If you would like more detailed information on the science behind the NES Health system and
how it works, I recommend reading "Decoding the Human Body Field: the new science of
information as medicine" by Peter Fraser and Harry Massey (published by Healing Arts
Press) and available on line from Book Depository, Fishpond and other book sellers.
Carole Bryant©
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